
COMMITTEE TO STOP THE DAVIS CUP 

On April 15-17, the United States will be playing South Africa in 
a Davis Cup tennis match at Newport Beach, California . 

The playing of this match will be a sad occasion since the American 
team, which has been selected on the basis of merit, will be playing a 
South African team, which has been selected on the basis of race. This 
match is also of crucial importance since South African sport, which has 
been increasingly isolated in international matches as a result of their 
discrim i natory policies, will be allowed to maintain a tenuous lifeline 
to the outside world and be encouraged not to alter their policies. 

Over the past few years there has been considerable controversy as 
to whether the South African government has actually altered its discrim
inatory sports policies. As part of its defense, South Africa has been 
waging an extensive, well-financed advertising and public relations cam
paign. Through carefully selected photographs and texts which give the 
appearance that black and white South Africans. now compete against each 
other in all sports, they have carefully created a benign image so as to 
convince the rest of the world that racism is no longer tolerated in 
South African sport. 

Many of their ads state 11 if somebody tells you that progress isn't 
being made in South African sport you can tell them they're ignorant of 
the real facts, 11 but there are many pertinent facts which South Africa 
has purposely chosen to ignore. 

1. At the present time, interracial sports competition within 
South Africa at the club or provincial level is forbidden by the govern
ment; hence there is no possibility for judging the true ability of 
black and white athletes or for developing racially mixed teams which 
are selected on merit. 

2. 11 Non-white 11 or black athletes generally have access to inferior 
sports facilities and the governm'ent provides hefty subsidies to promote 
white sports. This insures that white dominance in most sports will be 
perpetuated. 

3. South African sports are ruled by all-white councils and federa
tion~. In a few instances non-white members are allowed to participate 
in their deliberations provided they accept subordinate or associate mem
bership without voting rights . Leaders of non-racial sporting bodies, 
which advocate open competition without racial restriction, have been 
arrested, detained, banned , censored and otherwise harassed by the govern
ment; many have been refused visas to travel abroad in order to prevent 
them from explaining their positions before international sporting bodies. 

4. South Africans of all races presently compete against each other 
under the framework of 'multinational ism. 1 This concept, which mirrors 
the philosophy behind the Bantustan system, has been cynically devised by 
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the South African government to counter international criticism. It means 
that each "population group"--whites, coloreds, Asians, and Africans (who 
are further broken down into so- called 'tribes') must field separate teams. 
The gov~rnment must grant special permission for one population group to 
play each other and this is usually reserved for international competition. 
Those who attend matches are racially segregated except under very special 
circumstances occurring at some international matches. 

International sporting associations have not been fooled by these 
cosmetic. changes. South Africa has been barred from participating in the 
Olympic Games since 1968, and, as recently as July 1976, South Africa was 
expelled from all international competition in soccer (even though South 
Africa had put together a 'multinational' national squad), track and field 
and swimming. These rulings were delivered after formal hearings before 
each of the intern~tional bodies governing these sports. 

There are those who argue that South African sport has gradually made 
change and that she should be allowed time to make further modifications; 
But the South African government has stated consistently that it is not 
willing to proceed any further than the concept of 'multinational ism.' 
And its past record substantiates that it made even this change because 
of being isolated internationally. 

There are those who argue that politics should be kept out of sport. 
But in this case, where a government has manipulated sports to serve its 
racist ideology, natiohs as well as individuals have to stand firmly against 
those policies. ' 

Sportsmen the world over, no matter what their political ideologies 
are, share a universal respect for the principles of fair play, open com
petition and selection based on merit. We find unacceptable the cosmetic 
changes which the South African government has made at the international 
level and which have left the basic structure of apartheid untouched. 
These minor modifications serve only to deceive the unknowing that 'pro
gress and change' are taking place, while more repressive laws and regu
lations separating the races are put into force. 

We urge that Americans and their sporting associations go on record 
in support of ending all sports contact with South Africa so long as in
stitutionalized racism in sport is permitted to exist. 

We urge that Americans protest and boycott the Davis Cup tennis match 
between South Africa and the United States. This international event, 
which is designed in part to bring the people of the world ~loser together, 
will unfortunately symbolize the denial of the basic principles of fair 
play and sportsmanship. It is a travesty for an American team to play a 
South African team which has been selected on a racial basis and which 
represents only the white minority. 
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